JIG SAW SAFETY TEST #5

Name: _________________ Score: _________ Term: ____ Date:_________

Directions: Fill in the blank with the best proper word that will complete the question. If it asks to explain do so as completely and accurately as possible.

1. What is meant by Variable speed switch?

2.-3. The orbital action thrusts the ______________ forward on the cutting stroke and greatly _______________ cutting speed over conventional jig saws.

4. How do you attach the blade on the DW321?

5. Use a ________________ speed setting for cutting soft metals

6. ______________ materials like metal should be cut using the straight line cutting action or very low orbital setting.

7. Bevel cuts may be made between ______________ degrees.

8. What is the first step to changing a blade?

9. A ______________ cut is an easy method of making an inside cut.

10. Do not remove blade from cut while it is still ______________.

11. Don’t attempt to turn on when blade is ______________ material to be cut.

12. Don’t __________ the tool: let the blade cut at its own speed.

13. Use the _______________ speed setting for cutting wood.

14. What does the rip fence do for a jig saw?

15. In cutting thin gauge sheet metals, it is best to ______________ wood or plywood to the bottom of the sheet metal.
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